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The value of human rights in a democratic South Africa is constantly threatened and
often waived for nefarious reasons. We contend that the use of visual graphics
among incoming university visual art students provides a mode of engagement that
helps to inculcate awareness of human rights, social responsibility, and the public
good in South African higher education. Visual graphics, the subject of the research
project which forms a key component of a Masters dissertation by one of the authors,
provides an opportunity to counter a noticeable decline in the students’ response and
sensitivity to the freedoms entrenched in the South African Bill of Rights. The article
presents a study using an action research approach in the classroom between
2005–2010, in order to inculcate awareness of human rights among participating
students and deepen their understanding of social responsibility. The method used
involved an introduction to specific visual art curricular intervention projects which
required incoming first-year students to develop visual responses to address selected
human rights violations and, in their second year, to develop their visual voice in
order to promote human rights advocacy through civic engagement. The critical out-
comes impact positively on the use of graphic images in the curriculum as a visual
methodology to re-insert the discourse of human rights as a basic tenet of constitu-
tional democracy in higher education.
Keywords: art, democracy, human rights, social justice, the public good, visual
graphics
Introduction
This article responds to the observation that there is currently a limited critical awareness of
human rights-related issues generally among entering visual art and design students at a South
African university, where the authors of this article teach. Since 2005 questionnaires have been
administered annually with incoming first-year students, recording general attitudes ranging
from apathy, indifference and disinterest to a general lack of concern about social and politi-
cally related issues. These attitudes have a direct impact on the way in which students might
approach critical issues relating to their studies and their potential to engage meaningfully in
society. Such limitations among entering visual art students are perceived by the authors as
linked to the change in political values experienced in current South African society. This
article presents a first- and second-year curriculum intervention conducted from 2005 to 2010
using an action research approach that required students’ engagement through reflection,
dialogue, and visual responses to the Bill of Rights by means of specific curricular projects.
Subsequent classroom projects introduced to the students in their second year of study required
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them to build on this personal awareness, a level of advocacy through, for example, the design
of posters that present a more public engagement with a human rights issue. This article how-
ever, focuses primarily on the introductory projects on the Bill of Rights for first- and second-
year visual art students.  The methodology of action research in the broader study, underpins1
the curriculum interventions which draw on Freire’s (1996) model of critical pedagogy to
effect social change. The article demonstrates ways in which the use of graphic imagery and
printmaking in visual art may help to foster awareness of social and visual identities as well
as responsiveness to human rights. The authors contend that a critical level of social awareness
integrated into the curriculum, over three to four years of study at a higher education institu-
tion, can contribute to an ability to make choices as responsible citizens in terms of democratic
values and social justice.
Theoretical perspectives
This article draws from the historical legacies of art and human rights advocacy groups as
mediators of social change through arts-based practice. This approach is theoretically under-
pinned by Appadurai’s (2004:59-84) model of “the capacity to aspire” as well as Sen’s (2004:
37-58 cited in Rao & Walton, 2004:4) belief about “… how does culture matter?” and his
positioning of the role of “cultural processes … for positive social and economic trans-
formation, through their influence on aspirations, the coordination of collective action, and the
ways in which power and agency work within society”, to mediate the power of visual methods
towards civic engagement that encompasses human rights. For example, economist Vijayendra
Rao and human development advisor Michael Walton (2004) also advocate the use of culture
as a primary enabling intervention to bring about social change (Nanackchand, 2010). In this
regard, visual art practice at higher education level provides key educational strategies for
empowering students and practitioners to address the lack of human rights awareness and
advocate for citizenship and the public good. Van Heertum (2010:218) draws attention to the
political theorist and philosopher Herbert Marcuse (1898-1979) who “… calls for an aesthetic
education that can break through instrumental and technological rationality …[via]… ideology
critique and consciousness raising, serving as catalysts to reignite the belief that change is
possible.” This article presents visual arts as potentially effective in introducing human rights
values to first- and second-year students in order to catalyse social awareness and the notion
of active citizenship that can be integrated into longer term higher education experience.
The theoretical positioning of this article also draws from a framework that advocates for
teaching a sense of public good and social responsiveness. Badat (2001), Singh (2001), Sou-
dien (2008) and Waghid (2007; 2008) are South African educators who advocate instilling a
notion of the ‘public good’ in higher education. These authors advocate for teaching a sense
of public good and social responsibility in order to empower students to think critically, to act
in terms of the diverse needs of society and to ensure that the higher education community
personifies ‘good’ in terms of the South African Bill of Rights, in order to act as a conscience
of society.
The conceptual framework includes the following: firstly, a definition of the relevance and
limitations of human rights in the context of this article; secondly, the suggested intercon-
nectedness between and the relevance of human rights with the sub-disciplines of visual art and
critical pedagogy and; thirdly, the relevance of action research as a methodology that facilitates
an inculcation of a consciousness of human rights and social justice in the classroom through
visual arts.
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Human rights, including the emergence of individual and collective rights, help to con-
textualize the curriculum intervention described here. Heywood (2007) explains that human
rights are based on a liberal ideology of constitutional rights that safeguard the liberty and
freedom of the individual and society as well as the responsibilities of the state in ensuring
these rights. He asserts that individual rights in pursuit of freedom and democracy are funda-
mental. In addition, Clapham’s (2007) explanation of the historical origins of human rights
differentiates human rights from the framework of rights and law in general, by referring to
Edmundson’s (2004:191) assertion that “human rights recognize extraordinary special, basic
interests, and this sets them apart from rights, even moral rights, generally.” Evans (cited in
Abdi & Schultz, 2008:25-37) provides a qualitative and historical analysis of the “human rights
project” by focusing on the principle of human dignity within the framework of the United
Nations’ (2012) Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) of 1948, which according
to Clapham (2007), included such inalienable rights as the right to life, human dignity, freedom
of expression, freedom of association and children’s rights amongst others. Whereas in 1948
the UDHR laid the foundations for human rights internationally, the National Party government
shunned the adoption of the UDHR, resulting in South Africa being governed by apartheid
legislation until 1994. The authors maintain that, presently, human rights advocacy is under-
scored by notions of citizenship, which in effect are based on values of democratic practice.
It presupposes taking ownership of one’s rights and responsibilities as citizens and to un-
derstand the extent of the state’s reciprocal right to govern and respond within the spirit of its
mandate from the society that elected it. Ramphele (2008) offers critical comment regarding
perceptions of societal neglect in South Africa and proposes that what is required is that society
adopt ethical standards of behaviour in order to avoid the deep levels of mistrust and anger
associated with the past.
In light of individual rights related to notions of group and community rights, Clapham
(2007) also draws attention to Amartya Sen’s “… legitimacy critique … which cautions against
confusing human rights with legislated legal rights.” Sen (cited in Clapham, 2007:12) also
points to a “cultural critique”, a view that human rights are unfamiliar to some cultures, which
could interpret the principles of human rights differently in that they may “… prefer to
prioritize other principles such as respect for authority.”2
To support the notion of ‘reinserting the public good’ as well as the need to improve
critical thinking skills related to undergraduate Art and Design education, Jeevanantham’s
(2005) report on critical thinking skills development is helpful. The work presented in this
article proposes an adaptation of action research as a facilitative, enabling and democratic
methodology, to inculcate human rights awareness when applied to relevant art processes to
support active learning (Stringer, 2008). Musil’s (2009) models of the Self Analysis Frame-
work and the Civic Learning Spiral provide valuable approaches that help to develop and
assess a critical capacity among students in the curriculum intervention, as they are empowered
to work closely together towards shared social and civic outcomes.
The research question
We address the following research question: How can a visual graphics curriculum intervention
introduce a discourse of human rights in teaching a sense of public good and social responsive-
ness to first-entry visual art students at a higher education institution?
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The methodological approach
In the context of the study, an action research approach as a classroom intervention (histo-
rically associated with Kurt Lewin: 1890-1947) has been adapted as a pedagogical approach
to lead to social action, using the process of planning, action, analysis and evaluation. This is
premised on the Freireian philosophy of dialogical practice, which facilitates an empowering,
liberating and enabling educational environment. Paolo Freire’s work Pedagogy of the
Oppressed (1996), advocated a radical pedagogical approach which is participative and in-
clusive rather than hierarchical.
The approach of using action research as a method of inserting an intervention into the
visual art curriculum can be deemed effective because of the multi-modal nature of creative
art practice involving a diverse group of students. Action research is helpful to the envisaged
outcomes of the students’ projects for two important reasons; first, it is congruent with the
pedagogical approach advocated by Freire (1996), which formed the basis for the values and
philosophy of the 1995 South African White Paper on Education and Training (Department of
Education, Notice 196 of 1995). Second, it ensures that the role of an educator is facilitative
rather than directive. In contextualising the four stages (planning, action, analysis and evalu-
ation) that also underscored the primary author’s action research study, stage one involved
planning the visual art curricular intervention in order to inculcate awareness of human rights
among students. Stage two involved an implementation of the first and second year project-
based curriculum interventions, on the basis that action research is a participatory process that
benefits from the contribution of willing participants who undertake and validate the outcomes
of their particular inquiry; and that the students are able to conduct their independent inquiry
within the ambit of the visual art curriculum. The third stage of the action research used a
reflective framework to analyse the work of selected students (who are presented as anony-
mous participants) from the standpoint of aesthetic, conceptual and empirical perspectives.
Stage four of the action research process involved an evaluation of the outcome of the
curricular programmes in order to understand the extent to which the curricular interventions
catalyse awareness of human rights amongst participants.
The notion of inculcating critical personal and civic awareness is drawn from Musil’s
(2009) Civic Learning Spiral in which she poses five critical questions on self-analysis which
are integrated in the design of the curriculum intervention in this study. These include (a) Who
am I? (Knowledge of the self), (b) Who are we? (Knowledge of the group or affected party),
(c) What does it feel like to be them? (Empathy about the prevalent condition to be studied),
(d) How do we talk to one another? (Possible interaction between groups or cultures) and (e)
How do we improve our shared lives? The students engage with these questions in the studio,
requiring the diverse student group to respond critically, personally and among themselves,
though drawings, visual research, collage and cross-cultural dialogue both within and outside
of the classroom, to their personal selections from the South African Bill of Rights.3
The Civic Learning Spiral comprises six areas “(a) The Self, (b) Communities and
Culture, (c) Learning and Knowledge, (d) Skills, (e) Values, and (f) Public Action.” (Musil,
2009:59-66). These aspects of the learning spiral, combined with an action research metho-
dology, facilitate critical visual inquiry among students and encourage their capacity for
reflection and social awareness. Students present and debate their chosen concepts within the
group and then refine them into a series of linocuts and narrative statements responding to a
selected human right. This approach helps to create awareness among students to the extent
that they assume the role of “artist as educator”, a theme that relates to how students formulate
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critical awareness of human rights in order to inculcate a sense of responsibility through their
work (Nanackchand, 2010:150).
The following section addresses the planning, action, analysis and evaluation phases of
the action research process adopted.
Planning
The findings in the initial questionnaires issued to incoming art and design students, indicate
that many students are generally unaware of notions governing the principles of their South
African citizenship and, by implication, the South African Bill of Rights. First year students
entering the university’s undergraduate visual art programme are generally under-prepared to
engage critically in debate about human rights. Keet & Carrim (2006) refer to the principle of
general under preparedness of learners in the Department of Education’s provision of a Peo-
ples’ Education and Human Rights Education Policy governing primary and secondary
education. Uncritical attitudes have the potential of fostering negative values and a casual ac-
ceptance of the status quo regarding questionable aspects of contemporary culture, especially
prejudices relating to racism, intolerance, gender inequality, ethnic and national chauvinism,
and HIV&AIDS. Even though students may not generally display such tendencies, it would be
incorrect to assume that all first year students understand the principles and application of
human rights. Where such understanding exists among students, it is generally vague (ac-
cording to the introductory questionnaires 2005–2010). In such circumstances, a student may
not necessarily make the connection with human rights violations in South African society. The
approach of introducing human rights through a series of printmaking projects in the first two
years of the visual art curriculum, aims to challenge such attitudes to ensure that the curriculum
addresses attitudes of ignorance and mediocrity.
The printmaking projects through a directed academic programme can begin to develop
civic responsibility among students by their engaging in important aspects of shared histories
and current social phenomena. Through this process, visual art students are able to address
issues of social relevance and responsibility in a critical and meaningful way.
The curriculum intervention for the first project comprises an introduction to the South
African Bill of Rights, which encompasses several broad sub-themes that relate to justice,
ethics and moral values. Individual students then interpret these values in terms of their par-
ticular culture, heritage, identity and experience. During the students’ engagement in the art-
making process, the primary author interprets and assesses social and personal change achieved
among the students’ through their art making, written statements and research processes
recorded in their visual diaries. The students’ work is evaluated against their brief to submit
their narratives, interviews, observations, and discussions as well as through a process of
monitoring conceptual development in their individual artworks. As a result, the primary author
is able to gauge, from the critical visual responses the students generate, how the learning pro-
cess influences the students’ awareness and interpretation of human rights.
   
Action
The approach to the learning process is layered. In the first-year project, students develop their
own concepts through engaging in information-gathering procedures such as conducting in-
terviews with peers, family members, friends and neighbours; documenting subjects through
photography, drawing, sketching, creating collages and photo-montages, collecting newspaper
articles and undertaking library research. The students then present and debate their findings
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Figure 1   Student (A). First Year
Linocut print. Size A4. 2005
in the classroom. Through this process, students begin to understand the participatory nature
of practice-led action research. They also begin to understand the value of the personal expe-
riences of the research topics over the more impersonal information accessed indirectly through
secondary sources. Principally, the approach to teaching visual art-practice is open and dia-
logical, in order to accommodate the variety of students’ responses that relate to subject matter,
form and style as well as the multi-modal nature of visual methodologies.
The first year visual graphics programme involves linocut, monotype and drypoint print-
making projects that require students to engage in specific aspects of human rights and social
justice challenges in their work. In the first year curriculum, project one focuses on inculcating
awareness about the Bill of Rights. By way of illustration, the examples  presented in this4
article are drawn from the introductory linocut printmaking projects which aim to create an
awareness of human rights. Such awareness is deepened in the second year of learning and
extended in the third year and later years of study.5
The first year project considered in this article is a linocut printing project presented as
part of the Graphic Interpretation 1 module titled: Introduction to the South African Bill of
Rights and human rights advocacy. Three examples are presented to illustrate the range of
human rights awareness that students engage with.
Student (A)
Student A is a first-year student who lives in a township in southern Gauteng province. His
work relates to the disparities between the privileged and poor communities, both in terms of
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Figure 2   Student (B) Untitled
Linocut print. Size A4. 2006
material wealth and discriminatory treatment by society. His journey to and from the university
was educational, in the sense that he became aware of the lack of human rights practice among
the people who mattered. In his first graphic print based on Article Twenty Four of the Bill of
Rights, that is, ‘Environment’ (Republic of South Africa, 1996:24), Student A explained that
this image was as much about social inequity as it was about the environment. In his print
(Figure 1), the symbolism is two-fold; firstly, the upper composition depicts the environmental
effects of industrialization and globalization, that is, the way in which technological advances
in industry and global communications pay scant regard to their effect on the environment. The
image addresses the danger of rampant pollution in a fragile natural world, symbolized by the
brittleness of an animated tree. Student A juxtaposes technology with poverty symbolized by
the group of urban dwellers, which he based in the township of Soweto. The composition ad-
dresses the sharp distinction between the level of historical disenfranchisement that contrasts
an image of urban poor people against the economic advantage of a growing technology and
communications sector.
Student (B)
Student B is a naturalised, black male student originally from Zimbabwe, who completed his
high school education in South Africa and subsequently enrolled to study Graphic Design at
the university. He produced a linocut print based on Article Twelve of the Bill of Rights
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Figure 3   Student (C). Second Year: 
Etching. Untitled. Size A4. 2009
(Republic of South Africa [RSA], 1996:12) “Freedom and Security of the Person”. In his first
year linocut print, he used the metaphor of a tap to symbolise life. The tap, which is imposing
in its allusion to a firearm, occupies central space as it gushes references to crime and xeno-
phobia, symbolised by its reference to the South African flag.
The second-year printmaking module of the Visual Graphics course comprises a series
of five projects over the year that aim to engender a critical sense of social responsibility. The
third example (Student C) referred to in this article is an etching project based on an
Introduction of the Civic Learning Spiral. The theme explores an aspect of social justice which
introduces notions of civic engagement in the education process.
Student (C)
This example of Student C’s response serves to illustrate how human rights awareness is
stimulated. His etching project focused on Article Eighteen of the Bill of Rights that is, The
Right to Freedom of Association (RSA, 1996:18). In this print, the student depicts two gay
lovers in a passionate embrace. A garland of flowers symbolising a celebration of their love,
frames their portraits. On the upper section of the composition, the text “Everyone has the
Right to Freedom of Association” is integrated with the main body of the image. In evaluating
the student’s artwork, the student’s use of ideology in this image shows how a change in
awareness occurs through learning.
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Analysis
The authors acknowledge that certain methodological limitations exist. The introduction of
human rights in the first year curriculum cannot result in a critical shift in awareness amongst
first-year students, but assumes that the development of critical awareness and citizenship is
reinforced over time. The selected examples of the first year linocut project show ability by the
students to integrate and translate concept and dialogue in relation to the subject. Examples of
students’ comments in the first and second year ‘Bill of Rights’ project, as well as an extract
from an interview of reflections from the Graphic Design student, reveal their increased en-
gagement with issues of human rights. The visual stimulus often serves as a catalyst for social
change wherein each case students apply their knowledge of human rights to specific visual
graphic outcomes. Their graphic prints in turn, have the potential to influence public opinion.
For example, Student B’s comments and artwork reveal ways in which his independent actions
in promoting human rights were based on his encounter of human rights as part of his first year
undergraduate training in the visual graphics course. Extracts from student interviews record
how change takes place.
Student A
Student A depicts an important critique through his exposure of issues of social redress that
government and society have not satisfactorily addressed. In addition, the linocut print ad-
dresses the socio-historical conditions, which reflect disenfranchisement and poverty. Student
A’s graphic statement succinctly describes a denudation of the environment and metapho-
rically, the divide between the haves and the have-nots in South Africa. At level one of the
Visual art curriculum, such a display of critical thinking, problem solving, allusion, practical
skill, knowledge of the subject and values of social justice, are indications of the way in which
human rights education have been integrated into the student’s consciousness.
Student B
As a result of engaging with the requirements of the first year printmaking curriculum, Student
B was able to formulate a consciousness of human rights by producing a poster design for his
third-year portfolio. He based the idea for the poster on his experience of intolerance, preju-
dice, ethnic chauvinism and xenophobia in his home country as well as in Johannesburg. He
affirmed this in a personal interview. In response to the question about the value of the
acquisition of adequate technical knowledge and visible skills development that he learnt in
first year, he responded that “Research on the module led to an interest in activist graphics”
(Personal interview with Student B, 24 October 2008). When asked how he might have
benefited from an insight into human rights as part of this module, he stated, “I became more
aware of the responsibility an image-maker has in educating about such issues, visually”
(Personal interview with Student B, 24 October 2008). This self-evaluation is significant. It
shows how this student engages with his role as artist-as-educator and in so doing, realise
responsibility in his life. This example demonstrates how, through independent work, visual
graphics may help to inculcate awareness of human rights and social injustice among students.
This example also demonstrates that exposure to human rights content in image making in-
fluenced his subsequent career direction as a graphic designer.
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Figure 4   Student (B). Untitled
Digital print. Size A4. 2008
Student C
Discussions with Student C, the second year student who depicted an etching of gay lovers
embracing, revealed that he was satisfied with the image because it projects homosexuality in
a positive way. He believes that such an image helps to dispel stereotypical attitudes about the
gay and lesbian communities, for example, in relation to the subject of HIV&AIDS. Ordinarily,
such a statement is normal and is the expectation especially from a student commenting on
issues of HIV&AIDS and social significance. Yet, during initial consultation with the student,
he acknowledged his aggressively homophobic stance towards the gay community. He ex-
plained his attitude by referring to two influential values into which he was socialized. These
included his community’s traditionally conservative and chauvinistic attitude towards the gay
community and his submission to peer-pressure to denigrate gay people at every opportunity.
The turnaround in his attitude arose after he attended and took part in a group discussion
of the printmaking project with his peers. The student indicated a re-interpretation of his
attitude in terms of Article Eighteen of the Bill of Rights. He responded to the introduction to
this project that presented examples of Gott’s (1994) exhibition of the Australian art com-
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munity’s proactive and positive response to the HIV&AIDS crisis. Through a continuous re-
view process of his research and re-conceptualising including self-critique, feedback from the
author/lecturer as well as his peers, Student C confirmed his intention and proceeded towards
the technical and aesthetic realization of his project. Mitchell (2008:374) affirms an interpre-
tative process such as this as the capacity of visual work to facilitate “… reflexivity in the
research process.” Characteristically in the second year of the learning process the emphasis
shifts towards a more complex interpretation of social justice-related issues that emphasises
their social significance. For example, Ryan (2003:12-13; 73-77) highlights Rawls’s (1971)
theory of justice within a set of theories that defines ‘social justice’ as “… the justice of the
way the benefits of social and economic co-operation are allocated.” In this case, students
generally engage in a framework of ‘self-analysis’ that, according to Musil (2009), determines
critically how their responses to art may lead to what she refers to as personal and social
responsibility. Student C’s change in attitude further stemmed from his concern about a relative
who was in denial about her HIV status. He used his artwork as the basis for discussion with
his relative and found that her response to the work facilitated discussion and disclosure about
her condition. This experience represented a leap in confidence of the student’s personal
learning.
Another indication of change is this student’s active involvement in gender politics
advocacy programmes after his graduation. He is contracted as a facilitator at Artist Proof
Studio in Johannesburg in a gender advocacy project conducted under the auspices of Sonke
Gender Justice Network (SGJN). Berman (2012) provides a detailed analysis of the SGJN
campaign to advocate for gender equality and justice through critical learning and activism in
visual art practice.
Subsequent conversations with the examples of selected visual art students who partici-
pated in the two year curricular interventions post graduation, reflect on the catalysing in-
fluence of their learning, which they claim, determined their subsequent choice of content in
their own artwork, and further led to career choices involving a commitment to human rights
development.
Evaluation
An evaluation of the projects emphasize how perceptions of social injustice influence an under-
standing of human rights among students whose values changed after their active learning
experience of visual graphics. Their increased awareness of human rights helps to catalyse
personal and social change through the use of visual graphics as an educational intervention.
Other visual art students’ responses provide evidence of the inculcating of notions of
socio-political awareness through art making (Nanackchand, 2010). Student-based projects
using drawing, printmaking, digital photography and photovoice prove instrumental in
developing a social consciousness. Another example of this is a project requiring first year
students to engage with social documentation of aspects of Johannesburg’s inner-city blight.
Through such curricular projects, students become aware of the basic principles of political
instruments such as the South African Constitution and the Bill of Rights and are introduced
to principles of justice, ethics and morality. This type of critical awareness enables them to
recognise how social injustice manifests in society, and to comment critically on this by
developing their visual voice. Moreover, within the two-year learning cycle, most students’
work reflects significant personal change. This outcome relates to the students’ capacity to en-
gage critically with aspects of human rights awareness in their work, and to apply knowledge
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of such an outcome to their personal circumstances. Understanding the impact of human rights
awareness that leads to critical shifts amongst students in order to inculcate enhanced citi-
zenship, takes place over time and lies beyond the scope of this article. Given the range of
visual graphics outcomes generated by the participants, the authors speculate that important
positive shifts in learning occur as a result of the action research project. First in terms of
improving their discipline-based knowledge of the subject, conceptualization, methods and
techniques of visual art practice. Second, in terms of an enhanced sense of social and civic
responsibility which can be reflected on in hindsight, through following the careers of selected
post-graduate students. Third, a noticeable degree of awareness occurs by the end of the first
year of study which can meaningfully be followed by a continued academic pathway in the
second year of undergraduate studies and where the focus on human rights advocacy and civic
action is re-emphasised. While the scope of this article looks at first- and second-year studies,
the larger research study (see Nanackchand, 2010), documents important developments of
students who engage actively in human rights advocacy as a result of their curricular ex-
periences.
Conclusion
Human rights awareness in visual art practice helps to address the lack of social and political
acumen and criticality amongst students. In response to Ramphele’s (2008) argument regarding
the dilemmas of the transformation in South Africa, the philosophical and pedagogical argu-
ments for active learning about human rights through the use of visual methodologies, helps
to address very real challenges such as racism, intolerance, and xenophobia facing the current
generation of students. Students are able to use the visual graphics approach to address inade-
quate knowledge about human rights by critically engaging with their personal belief systems.
Such arts-based approaches are argued to be effective in developing critical responsiveness
amongst the students about the discourse of human rights, democracy and social responsibility.
Notes
  1 The broader study advanced in a Master’s dissertation by the primary author (Nanackchand,
2010) explores the notion that the visual arts is a useful approach among others, to inculcate
social awareness, based on the need for social justice in a society fraught with class and human
rights differences. The issues of ethics and trustworthiness are explained in the study.
  2 In the context of this article, visual art is referred to as a form of cultural practice, where culture is
equated with the arts rather than cultural practices more broadly and it is used as a catalyst for
inculcating social awareness that can potentially lead towards social change.
  3  The student body comprises a mix of race, ethnicity, class as well as urban and rural backgrounds
from diverse educational experiences. Typically the first and second year samples comprise
cohorts of 35 and 24 students, respectively, with an equal demographic of race and
socio-economic status, although gender is biased in favour of female students.
  4 Linocut prints in Figures 1 and 2. These are first-year projects presented by Students (A) and (B),
respectively. The project focuses on inculcating awareness of human rights among students.
  5 Student (C’s) etching in Figure 3 is an example of a 2nd year project, which focuses on social
responsibility.
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